
     The construction quality will be greatly declined if the remaining sandstones and dust are not completely cleaned before the road marking construction or other road surface construction. The 

traditional cleaning methods need more manpower and have disadvantages of poor cleaning effect, high cost and low efficiency of the construction. The successful development of DY-WRC 

wind-force road cleaner has completely solved the above problems.

◆1.Engine: Japanese Robin 6.0HP or Honda 5.5 HP four- stroke air-cooled gasoline engine.

◆2.Fan blade & rotate speed: The high strength fan blade with 2800 r/min is made of aluminum alloy by die casting one time.
3◆3.Wind force & air output: 3200Pa & 2334m /h.

◆4.Air pot: The gyrate outer shell which is made of aluminum alloy by refined casting has the advantages such as light weight, good pressure resistance and good wind collection.

◆5.Chassis: High strength welded frame; the left, right front wheels and two-row rear wheels are the special modified rubber wheels with high abrasion resistance; the front wheel diameter: 

190mm, the rear wheel diameter: 150mm.

◆6.Size & Weight: 1635mm (L) x 510mm (W) x 930mm (H)·120kg.

         DY-TT  is  a  trailer tran sportation vehicle which is equipped with pneumatic (or hydraulic) brakes, locking height adjustments device on the junction with the main drive vehicle 

, and movable loading and unloading ramp at the rear. The main purpose is to make the transportation of medium and large road marking machines more convenient during 

construction and to further solve the problems of the loading, unloading and transportation difficulties of these machines, which greatly improves the efficiency. The outer size of this 

machine matches that of the transported road marking machine.
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Wind-force Road Cleaner

DY-TT Truck-trailer

If you are interested in this product, please visit our website:  or email to us: www.dyroad.cn machine@dayucn.biz

http://www.dyroad.cn
mailto:machine@dayucn.biz
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